NOTES:
1. THIS LAMP ASSEMBLY IS TO COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE SECTIONS OF FMVSS108, AND ANY STANDARDS REFERENCED THEREIN WITH RESPECT TO BACK-UP LAMPS, PER SAE J593c FEB 68.
2. THE LAMPS ARE TO BE SHIPPED WITHOUT THE LENS SCREWS INSTALLED. THE LENS SCREWS SHOULD BE BAGGED SEPARATELY AND PLACED IN THE MASTER CARTON.
3. THE LAMPS ARE CELL DIVIDED AND PACKED 100 LAMPS (5 LAYERS OF 20) PER MASTER CARTON.
4. DRAWING VIEWS ARE FOR PICTORIAL REFERENCE ONLY. ACTUAL PRODUCT MAY VARY SLIGHTLY FROM THE DEPICTIONS.

ITEM NO. QTY. DESCRIPTION
1 1 Bezel, Black, General Purpose Polycarbonate
2 1 Lamp Body / Socket Assembly:
   - Socket: Mild Stl, Zinc pltd w/yellow chromate conversion
   - Body: CRS Zinc pltd w/ clear chromate conversion
   - Wire: Black, 18ga. GXL (length & strip as indicated)
3 1 Gasket, Lens; EPDM Foam, Black .06 (1.5mm) Thk.; PSA Adhesive, One Side
   Weldon Part Number 0D10-2264-00
4 1 Lens, Clear Polycarbonate
5 1 Gasket, Mounting, Black Closed Cell Foam Rubber, 10mm
6 2 Screw, #6-32 x 1/2" lg. Double Recessed Pan Hd. Stainless
7 1 Nut, #10-32, Zinc, 1/4x2, 2-10 Amps

MOUNTING DETAIL

RECOMMENDED HOLE CUTOUT
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BACK UP LAMP, 3" BLACK BEZEL, SINGLE WIRE